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The isostatic state plays a central role in organizing the response of many amorphous materials. We construct a diverging length scale in nearly isostatic spring networks that is defined both above and below isostaticity and at finite frequencies and relate the length scale to viscoelastic response. Numerical measurements verify that proximity to isostaticity controls the viscosity, shear modulus, and creep of random networks. DOI Random networks of springs display two distinct phases distinguished by the presence or absence of floppy modes-zero frequency motions that neither compress nor stretch springs. Floppiness is related to network structure via the mean coordination z [1, 2] ; networks with floppy modes reside below the isostatic coordination z c . Many amorphous materials possess an isostatic state, including fiber networks, covalent glasses, foams, and emulsions. Hence the viscoelasticity of damped random networks, which remains poorly understood, could provide insight into a broad class of materials, including the relationship between structure and response [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
One dramatic impact of floppiness on response is apparent in the compliance JðsÞ ¼ sðsÞ= 0 (Fig. 1) , which measures the Laplace-transformed shear strain ðsÞ accrued after a small step stress 0 . At short times, networks creep forward with an evolving strain rate. At long times or small s, hypostatic networks below z c flow steadily (J $ 1=s), while hyperstatic networks above z c approach constant strain (J $ s 0 ). Thus networks with floppy modes are fluids, and those without are solids. The shifting curves in Fig. 1 indicate that elasticity and viscosity vary with proximity to z c . Consistent with prior work on networks [5, 6, [11] [12] [13] [14] , these data strongly suggest that the isostatic state is a nonequilibrium critical point. We will show that the distance to isostaticity Áz z À z c indeed controls viscoelasticity in random spring networks, as it does in soft sphere packings [9, 15] .
One expects to find a diverging length scale near a critical point [16] . While hyperstatic networks are known to possess an isostatic length ' Ã $ 1=Áz, it only governs quasistatic response above z c [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The isostatic length should have a generalization AE ðÁz; !Þ that is valid not only above z c but also below and at finite frequency ! (or rate s). Here we demonstrate how to construct AE and show that it is the size of a finite system in which elastic storage and viscous loss balance. We also relate AE to response functions such as JðsÞ and the complex shear modulus G Ã ð!Þ. We find their rate and frequency dependence matches those of jammed solids, biopolymer networks, and athermal suspensions [7, 9, 10] .
Random spring networks.-Maxwell's counting argument gives the critical coordination z c ¼ 2d for central force networks in d dimensions [1, 2] . We generate networks near z c according to the protocol of Ref. [6] . Beginning with a network with z À z c $ Oð1Þ derived from a disordered sphere packing, springs are randomly cut to reach a targeted z. Springs are cut only if the affected nodes retain at least d þ 1 springs; we present numerical results for d ¼ 2, though predicted scalings will turn out to be independent of d. Such ''cutting with a local rule'' guarantees that all springs belong to a single connected cluster and suppresses fluctuations in local coordination. This promotes mean field response; randomly cut spring networks display different critical exponents and a lower critical coordination [22] .
A network's nodes are connected by springs at their rest length with stiffness k. When nodes undergo displacements fŨ i g, the elastic force from node j on node i,f ij ¼ ku k ijnij , is along the unit vectorn ij pointing from i to j and proportional to the relative normal displacement u affine velocity _Ũ aff ¼ _ X at its positionX, which is also the mean velocity h _Ũ ðXÞi. Nonaffine damping is widely employed in studies of slow flows of foams, emulsions, and dense suspensions [23] [24] [25] [26] and can be motivated in two ways: first, as an approximate Stokes drag that neglects any hydrodynamic interactions between nodes intermediated by a background fluid or, second, as a mean field approximation for relative damping between connected nodes. We set the stiffness k, the damping b, and the mean spring length all to unity. Equations of motion and numerical details are in the Supplemental Material [27] . Gradients in the solid and fluid phases.-Quasistatic (! ¼ 0) shear stretches and compresses springs in a solid. The normal motion u k ij in spring (ij) is a discrete gradient of the displacement fieldŨ alongn, which varies from spring to spring. We assume this gradient is dominated bỹ U na . For scaling purposes, we introduce an unspecified quantity s that relates the typical value of u k and the typical nonaffine motion U na :
A similar relation is found in the trial modes used to describe vibrational modes of marginal solids in Ref. [18] , which are formed from floppy modes modulated by a sinusoidal envelope. Because u k and U na are related by a discrete gradient, we shall refer to s as a length scale characterizing the solid (nonfloppy) phase.
Floppy modes permit a fluid to undergo zero frequency deformations without stretching springs. There can be nonaffine motion while u k is everywhere zero, so Eq. (1) cannot describe a fluid. Instead, elastic forces in a fluid are induced by flow. At finite frequency ! (or finite rate s), nodes have finite velocity and experience viscous forces fF i g. Inertia is negligible at low frequencies, so these viscous forces must be balanced by elastic forces ff ij g in the springs. The force balance equations P jfij ¼F i are a discrete counterpart of the continuum relation div ¼F , whereF is the viscous force density and the stress tensor is linear in the elastic forces. Thus viscous forces are related to gradients in the elastic forces, and, as above, we introduce an undetermined length scale f relating the typical elastic force f and viscous force F in the fluid (floppy) phase:
or, equivalently, u k $ ! f U na . We will argue below that s and f are related to AE . In the following, an important consideration will be the complex shear modulus G Ã ð!Þ ¼ 1=JðsÞj s¼{! G 0 ð!Þ þ {G 00 ð!Þ. Its real and imaginary parts G 0 and G 00 , the storage and loss moduli, are energy densities associated with elastic storage and viscous dissipation, respectively. The energy stored in springs scales as 
while dissipation by nonaffine damping scales as
both with and without floppy modes. Because G Ã ð!Þ and JðsÞ are related, for scaling purposes the inverse time scales ! and s are interchangeable.
Generalized isostatic length scale.-We first describe how to construct the diverging length scale AE ðÁz; !Þ before relating it to s;f . The subscript indicates the sign of Áz. In the standard scaling scenario near a critical point [16] , the diverging length scale displays three qualitatively distinct regimes [ Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) ]. Two persist at zero frequency and can be probed by approaching z c from above and below at ! ¼ 0. The third regime is inherently dynamical and can be probed by approaching z c along the frequency axis.
Our approach generalizes the cutting argument of Refs. [17, 18] , which constructs the isostatic length scale ' Ã $ 1=Áz. Thus by definition, þ will recover ' Ã in the quasistatic limit. We first reprise the cutting argument by approaching z c from above at ! ¼ 0.
On long enough wavelengths it is reasonable to approximate a material as a continuum; ' Ã is the length scale beyond which this approximation is valid. One way to identify ' Ã is to consider the properties of a finite portion of the infinite system. A sample with linear size ' that has the same properties as the infinite system is larger than ' Ã , while a qualitatively different sample-e.g., one that no longer resists quasistatic shear-is smaller than ' Ã .
So motivated, we imagine cutting out a sample of an infinite random spring network with excess coordination Áz. To do this, we overlay a box of size ' on the infinite system and cut those springs that cross its boundary; see Fig. 2(c) . Cutting springs is destabilizing: Cut enough and floppy modes will appear. When this happens, the finite system must respond qualitatively differently to driving, as it cannot resist zero frequency shear: ' Ã is the size of the box for which the first floppy mode appears. This occurs when the number of cut springs, proportional to the surface area ' dÀ1 , exceeds the number of excess contacts, which is proportional to Áz' d . Hence ð' Ã Þ dÀ1 $ Ázð' Ã Þ d , or þ ðÁz; 0Þ ' Ã $ 1=Áz. We now approach z c from below. Clearly, repeating the cutting approach will not work in a system that already has floppy modes. As cutting is in essence the introduction of a free boundary, we now, instead, introduce a rigid boundary by freezing the position of nodes exterior to a box of linear size ' [see Fig. 2(d) ]. Freezing introduces stability: Springs constrain floppy motion, and, while each spring in the bulk is shared by two nodes, those springs connected at one end to a frozen node are not shared. Hence there are more constraints per degree of freedom in the finite system, and by choosing ' small enough we can remove all of its floppy modes. The counting is entirely analogous to the surface area-to-volume ratio described above and gives À ðÁz; 0Þ $ 1=ðÀÁzÞ, the size of a finite sample with one floppy mode.
Last, we approach z c along the frequency axis. Recall that for the quasistatic systems, AE ðÁz; 0Þ is the length scale for which a rigid system becomes floppy, or vice versa, under the influence of a boundary. As deformations of random spring networks at finite frequency both store and dissipate energy, to proceed in analogy to the quasistatic case we should ask for what length scale storage and dissipation are comparable. A length scale can be imposed by either cutting or freezing. In both cases we will assume that the effect of the boundary is to impose the gradient lengths, i.e., s ' ' and f ' '.
Let us first impose a boundary by freezing. The finite system has no floppy modes, so low frequency storage will dominate loss. By Eqs. (3) and (4), the ratio of loss to storage is G 00 =G 0 $ ' 2 !, which is of the order of unity when ' ¼ À ð0; !Þ $ 1=! 1=2 . We identify this length scale with À because it was reached via freezing. If we instead create a finite system by cutting, loss dominates storage and G 00 =G 0 $ 1=' 2 !, which is again of the order of unity when ' ¼ þ ð0; !Þ $ 1=! 1=2 .
In summary, we have used cutting and freezing arguments to infer a dynamic critical length scale AE ðÁz; !Þ. The length scale has two branches: a solid branch for Áz > 0 and a fluid branch for Áz < 0, which together can be expressed succinctly as
The crossover is controlled by the diverging time scale Ã $ 1=Áz 2 , which follows from balancing the scaling of AE in different regimes. Because both branches of AE scale as 1=! 1=2 near z c , we can speak meaningfully of a single dynamic critical regime; see Fig. 2(b) . AE is frequencyindependent outside the critical regime.
One might expect that a diverging length scale can be measured from the two-point correlation function of U na . However, as previously noted [28, 29] , the only length scale to emerge from nonaffine correlations is the system size L. In fact, ' Ã has never been identified in a two-point correlation function, only via less direct methods [19] [20] [21] . Instead we probe s / ½hðu k ij Þ 2 i=hðU na i Þ 2 i 1=2 and f / ðhf 2 ij i=hF 2 i iÞ 1=2 in periodic networks (no cutting or freezing), where hÁi refers to an average over springs or nodes, as appropriate. Results are plotted in Fig. 3(a) . By rescaling s and f with Áz a and the frequency with Áz Àb and varying a and b, we find data collapse for a ¼ 1:1ð1Þ and b ¼ 2:1ð1Þ. Though indirect, this numerical evidence strongly suggests that s and f can be identified with þ and À , respectively. In the following, we take this identification as an ansatz.
Relating AE to response.-Given s;f / AE , Eqs. (3) and (4) relate the complex shear modulus to the typical magnitude of nonaffine motion U na , which remains to be determined. As nonaffinity is a form of fluctuation, we expect it will diverge on approach to the critical point [16] , U na $ AE for some > 0. Its value ¼ 1=2 was previously derived for quasistatic hyperstatic networks [5] . In hypostatic networks, can be determined from the divergence of the dynamic (zero frequency) viscosity 0 $ 1=ðÀÁzÞ (see Supplemental Material [27] ). The viscosity diverges because low frequency motions of hypostatic networks strongly project on their floppy modes; À1 0 is controlled by the floppy mode number density, which is proportional to z c À z. Recalling that 0 ¼ lim !!0 G 00 =! and comparing to Eq. (4), we conclude that ¼ 1=2 on either side of z c , as confirmed in the inset in Fig. 3(a) .
With an expression for the gradient length scales and the value of , we have predictions for the scaling of G 0 and G 00 . These can be expressed compactly by introducing shear moduli G AE $ 1= AE and viscosities AE $ AE . For hyperstatic networks, Eqs. (3) and (4) become
Appealingly, this is the complex shear modulus of the Kelvin-Voigt solid, i.e., elastic and viscous elements with coefficients G þ and þ connected in parallel. Similarly, for hypostatic systems we recover the low frequency moduli of elements G À and À connected in series, i.e., a Maxwell fluid,
Thus a network's complex shear modulus is always described by an elastic element G AE and a viscous dashpot AE . Above isostaticity, they are wired as a solid; below isostaticity, they are wired as a fluid.
Numerical results.-We provide two numerical tests of Eqs. (6) and (7). The first probes the quasistatic limit and confirms the scaling of G AE , which is given by lim !!0 G 0 above z c and lim !!0 ðG 00 Þ 2 =G 0 below, and AE ¼ lim !!0 G 00 =!. Figure 3(b) (inset) shows that, as predicted, both G AE and 1= AE grow linearly with Áz on either side of z c .
Our second test revisits the compliance data of Fig. 1 ; by collapsing JðsÞ, we verify the finite rate dependence of AE $ 1=s 1=2 . In hyperstatic networks the compliance is dominated by storage, J $ 1=G þ $ þ ðÁz; sÞ, while in hypostatic systems it is controlled by loss, J $ 1= À s $ 1=½ À ðÁz; sÞs. Therefore, plotting Áz a 0 J versus s=Áz b 0 for a 0 ¼ 1 and b 0 ¼ 2 should collapse data from all three regimes of Fig. 2(b) to a two-branched master curve. Indeed, we find excellent collapse for a 0 ¼ 1:1ð1Þ and b 0 ¼ 2:0ð1Þ [ Fig. 3(b) ]. In the critical regime the compliance J $ 1=s 1=2 : Strain grows anomalously with the square root of time. This is reminiscent of Andrade creep in metals, although the Andrade exponent is 1=3 [30] .
Conclusions.-We have demonstrated dynamic critical scaling in damped, nearly isostatic spring networks and related the scaling to a diverging length scale AE . At frequencies low compared to 1= Ã , AE is controlled by the distance to isostaticity, networks behave as simple viscoelastic solids or fluids, and their elastic and viscous moduli are set by Áz. At higher frequencies, AE is determined by the rate at which the system is driven, storage and loss are comparable, and the distinction between solid and fluid is blurred.
Wyart and co-workers have shown that floppy motions in hypostatic networks are exponentially localized on a new length l c that scales as 1=Áz 1=2 at zero frequency and 1=! 1=4 above 1= Ã [12, 13] . Any quantity that scales with À will also scale with l 2 c , so scaling collapse such as in Fig. 3 cannot distinguish between them. On the other hand, there is strong theoretical and numerical evidence that quasistatic response in hyperstatic systems, including U na [5] , the quasistatic shear modulus G 0 [9, 15] , and point force response [20] , is governed by ' Ã , the quasistatic limit of þ . It would be surprising if different length scales govern response above and below z c .
Though we have treated spring networks, our predictions, in particular the rate dependence of the compliance and shear modulus, match prior results for G Ã in jammed solids [9] and biopolymer networks [10] and the relaxation modulus in athermal suspensions [7] . This suggests the broader applicability of the scaling arguments presented here, which we expect can be extended to incorporate additional physics, including bending stiffness [4, 11] , finite strain amplitude [5, 14, 31] , and steady flow [32] .
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FIG. 3 (color online)
. Scaling collapse of data from simulated networks. The legend is as in Fig. 1. (a) The length scales s;f determined from the response to shear at frequency !. The dashed curve has slope Àa=b. Inset: 1=ðU na Þ 2 vanishes linearly at z c in the zero frequency limit. (b) Scaling collapse of the compliance data in Fig. 1 . The short and long dashed curves have slopes À1 and Àa 0 =b 0 , respectively. Inset: Elastic and viscous coefficients in the zero frequency limit.
